Abstract. Let u* be the Fefferman-Stein sharp function of u, and for 1 < r < oo, let Mru be an appropriate version of the Hardy-Littlewood maximal function of u. If A is a (not necessarily homogeneous) pseudodifferential operator of order 0, then there is a constant c > 0 such that the pointwise estimate (Au)*(x) < cMru(x) holds for all x G R" and all Schwartz functions u. This estimate implies the boundedness of 0-order pseudodifferential operators on weighted Lp spaces whenever the weight function belongs to Muckenhoupt's class Ap. Having established this, we construct weighted Sobolev spaces of fractional order in R" and on a compact manifold, prove a version of Sobolev's theorem, and exhibit coercive weighted estimates for elliptic pseudodifferential operators.
1. Introduction. In this paper, we prove boundedness results for pseudodifferential operators on weighted Lp spaces. The methods are different from those which have appeared in the literature and depend upon a pointwise estimate proved in Theorem 2.8. Since this estimate does not rely on properties of weight functions, it is of independent interest and may be of further use in discovering how pseudodifferential operators preserve various classes of functions and their differentiability properties.
If 1 <p < oo, a nonnegative function w belongs to Ap{R") if:
VwELl^R"); OO sup(ï7TÎ f wdx)\TPÜ f w~l/(p~l) dx) < oo, Q \\Q\JQ J\\Q\ JQ I where the supremum is taken over all cubes Q in R". Coifman, Fefferman, Hunt, Muckenhoupt, and Wheeden have shown [2] , [4] , [6] that a weight function w satisfies the A condition if and only if the HardyLittlewood maximal operator or classical singular integral operators are bounded on Lp(Rn,wdx).
Our boundedness results for pseudodifferential operators will also apply to spaces with A weight functions.
We shall say that the function a(x, £) G C°°(Ä" X R") is a symbol of order m if it satisfies the estimates amia(x, {) < Caß(l + m) m-\ß\ for all multi-indices a and ß. A symbol of order -oo is one which satisfies the above estimates for each real number m. If a{x, £) is a symbol of order m, then it defines a pseudodifferential operator A, of order m, by the formula Au(x) = ( a(x, S)Û(£)<?2mx £ rff JR" To begin with, A is defined only on the space of Schwartz functions, where the Fourier transform w of the function u is given by û(£) = f u(x)e-2mxi dx. JR" That A can be extended to a larger class of functions is the main result of this paper. Theorems 2.2 and 2.12 contain this result, which we summarize as: Suppose 1 <p < oo. Every pseudodifferential operator of order 0 has a bounded extension to LP(R", w dx) if and only ifw G Ap(R").
The necessity of the A condition is proved using a modification of an argument by Coifman and Fefferman. The sufficiency is proved by controlling the pseudodifferential operator with various versions of the Hardy-Littlewood maximal operator, which appeared in [3] . With this goal in mind, we make the following definitions:
(a) where the supremum is taken over all cubes Q containing x, and fQ is the average value of/ on the cube Q. Note that f* enjoys many of the properties of the more usual maximal function A//; in particular, \f(x)\ < f*(x) a.e., and the operator /-»/* is bounded on Lp(Rn, w dx) whenever 1 <p < oo and w G Ap(Rn) [2] .
In addition to all the foregoing maximal function machinery, the proof of the main result requires the following pointwise estimate, which is the one mentioned at the beginning of this introduction. Theorem 2.8. Suppose 1 < r < oo, and let A be a pseudodifferential operator of order 0. Then there is a constant c > 0 such that the pointwise estimate (Au)#(x) < cMru(x) holds for all x G R" and all Schwartz functions u.
Armed with these two theorems, we then define weighted Sobolev spaces in R" and prove the usual a priori estimates of elliptic differential operators. We also formulate the A condition for a compact manifold without boundary and show that the condition is invariant under coordinate changes. In the setting of a manifold, further results are the construction of weighted Sobolev spaces of fractional order, a version of Sobolev's theorem, and coercive estimates for elliptic pseudodifferential operators.
Remark. Note that the theorem above has been proved for classical singular integral operators by Cordoba and Fefferman [A weighted norm inequality for singular integrals, Studia Math. 57 (1976), 97-101]. Our theorem shows that the method works for "variable coefficient" operators defined by nonhomogeneous kernels and that these operators can be used to give painless constructions of weighted Sobolev spaces.
2. Lp estimates in R". Until further notice, || • || will denote the norm in the space LP(R", w dx); w will always be a weight function of class Ap(R"). We shall prove estimates of the form ||.dt/|| < c||w|| for u a Schwartz function and A a pseudodifferential operator of order 0. The next lemma shows that once this is done, A can be defined as a bounded operator on LP(R", w dx). Lemma 2.1. §, the set of all Schwartz functions, is dense in LP(R", w dx), 1 <p < oo.
Proof. We first show that smooth functions with compact support are dense in Lp. Given/in
Lp and e > 0, choose a continuous function g with compact support
such that ||/ -g\\p < e/2 [8, Theorem 3.14].
Now let </> be a positive-valued C °° function supported in the unit ball of R " with total integral 1. Define <¡>,(x) = t~n<t>(x/t) for t > 0.
It is standard knowledge that (a) </>, * g G C0°°(Ä") for all t > 0, and (b) <& * g -> g, as t -> 0, uniformly on compact subsets of R ". If K is a large ball containing the support of g in its interior, pick / small enough that 11*-*/ *g\L < § (/ wdx Then 11/ -*r * g\\P < ||/ -g\\p + \\g -«#>,* g < e/2 + e/2 = e; this shows that C¿°(Rn) is dense in LP(R", w dx).
\-'/p
It remains only to show that S c LP(R", w dx). If w G Ap(R"), then Lemma 1 of [4] implies that fR" w(x)/(\ + \x\)k dx < oo for large enough k. But if u G S, then |w(x)| < Ck/(l + l*!)*^, which proves the assertion in the first sentence of this paragraph. □ The Ap condition is a necessary one for continuity of even the best-behaved pseudodifferential operators; the proof of this fact is adapted from [2] . From now on, if p is a real number between 1 and oo,/?' will denote its conjugate, the number such that \/p + \/p' = 1. Theorem 2.2. Suppose w is a nonnegative locally integrable function whose zero-set has Lebesgue measure 0. // every pseudodifferential operator of order -oo is continuous on LP(R", w dx), then w G Ap(R"), 1 <p < oo.
Proof. We first establish that w"1^-0 G L\Q, dx) for any cube Q in R". Suppose Q is a cube such that w~]Ap~l) £ L\Q, dx); then w~x'p g LP\Q, dx), and there is a function <i> G LP(Q, dx) such that fQ ipw'l^p dx = oo. Let yp = <j>w~i/p, and let t G C0°°(/T) have the value 1 in the set Q -Q = {x -y:
x,y G Q}. The operator Tu = t * u is a pseudodifferential operator of order -oo (its symbol, t, is rapidly decreasing), and by hypothesis it is continuous on LP(R", w dx). Now i// G LP(R", w dx), since <f> is supported in Q, but T\p(x) = oo for almost all x G Q. This is impossible since w has a zero-set of Lebesgue measure 0. Hence »-«/(/-D e l\Q, dx). Proof. A proof of (i) can be found on page 63 of [9] .
The proof of (ii) is adapted from page 64 of [9] . Let B be any ball in R", let B' be any other ball containing B in its interior, and let 5 be the distance from B to the complement of B'. We shall show that if / G LP(R", w dx) then/ * t/*,(x) ->/(jc) as t -» 0 for almost every x G B. Then, by expanding B, we establish (ii) for almost every x G R".
Set/[(x) equal to/(x) if x G B', and equal to 0 outside B'. Let/2 -f -f\. Now,
The last integral is finite since w~x/ip~l) is locally integrable. Hence /, * i//,(x) -^fi(x) = f(x) as t -> 0 for almost every x G B by part (b) of Theorem 2 on page 62 of [9] .
To deal with/2, we note that if x G B, then \f2**,(x)\< f *Â* -y)\fÁy)\4y
for sufficiently small /, since \p has compact support. This completes the proof of (ii). Part (iii) is now easy, since \\p, */-/| < Mf + \f\ by part (i). Since Mf G Lp(R", w dx) [2] , Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem and (ii) at once yield a proof of (iii). □ Now we can use the Hardy-Littlewood maximal operator to dominate any pseudodifferential operator of order -oo.
Theorem 2.5. Suppose A is a pseudodifferential operator of order -oo, and suppose 1 < r < oo. Then there exists a constant c > 0 such that for all x° G R" and all u G S, (Au)*(x°) < cMru{x°).
Proof.
If a(x, £) is the symbol of A, then for any real number m, and any multi-indices a and ß, a \ai a \" < caßm{\ + \i\y
We can therefore write the operator as follows: for any Schwartz function u, \Au(x)\<f \u(y)\ \K(x,x-y)\dy 1*001
by an application of Lemma 2.4. Suppose that x° is any point in R ", that Q is a cube containing x° in its interior, and that Q has diameter d and center x'. Let t G C0°°(Ä") satisfy 0 < t(x) < 1, be 1 when \x -x'\ < 2d, and vanish when \x -x'\ > 3d. We have
Let Q' be the cube centered at x', with sides parallel to those of Q, and with diameter 4d. Since the Hardy-Littlewood maximal operator is bounded on Lr(R", dx) for 1 < r < oo, we can control the first term in the inequality above as follows:
To dominate the other term, we first note that there is a constant c > 0 such that \x° -y\ < c\x -y\ for all x G Q and y such that \x' -y\ > 2d. The constant c is independent of x,y, and the cube Q. We have showed that
Taking the supremum of the left side over all cubes Q containing x°, we find that (Au)*(x°) < cMru(x°). □ Corollary 2.6. A pseudodifferential operator A, of order -oo, has a bounded extension to LP(R", w dx) whenever w G Ap(R") and 1 <p < oo.
Proof. In the course of proving the last theorem, we showed that |^4w(x)| < cMu(x) for all * G R " and u G §. The constant c is independent of x and u. Since S is dense in LP(R", w dx) (Lemma 2.1), and the maximal operator is bounded on LP(R", w dx) [2, Theorem I], the conclusion of the corollary follows immediately.
D
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Dealing with operators of order 0 will require a much more delicate touch than in the previous theorem; however, the variants of the maximal function defined in the Introduction together with ever-reliable integration by parts will save the day.
We shall use/* to control/*; the next lemma makes this possible.
Lemma 2.7. There is a constant c > 0 such that \\f*\\p < c\\f*\\p for all f G LP(R", w dx) n L\R", dx).
Proof. Fefferman and Stein prove this as Theorem 5 of [3] for the case w(x) = 1. Their proof relies on the fact that w G Ax; since Ap c Ax [2, Lemma 3], we can use their proof in our own situation. □ We are ready to prove the pointwise result mentioned in the Introduction. Theorem 2.8. Suppose 1 < r < oo, and let A be a pseudodifferential operator of order 0. Then there is a constant c > 0 such that the pointwise estimate (Au)#(x°) < cMru(x°) holds for all x° G R" and all u G S.
Proof. Given x° & R", we let Q be a cube containing x°, with center x' and diameter d. As in Theorem 2.5, we also let t G C™(Rn) satisfy 0 < r(x) < 1, be 1 when \x -x'\ < 2d, and vanish when |x -x'\ > 3d. Then for u G S,
\\¿\JQ
Letting Q' be as in Theorem 2.5, we can dominate the first term in the inequality above by recalling that pseudodifferential operators of order 0 are bounded on Lr(R", dx) when 1 < r < oo [5] : fQ \A(ru)l dx < 2^ \A(ru)(dxfr < c(^ ^ \ru\' dxf <cIT7^tÍ H dx) <cMru(x°).
\ W I -V /
To deal with the second term, we simplify notation, writing u for (1 -r)u, and we assume that u has support in the set [x: \x -x'\ > 2d}. We must estimate the quantity (l/|ß|)/e \Au(x) -(Au)Q\ dx. For now, we shall also assume that a(x, £), the symbol of A, has compact ¿-support. The various constants that occur in the following argument will not depend on the support of a; at the end we show how to dispense with the assumption on the support of a.
We begin by decomposing the operator A into a sum of simpler operators. Standard techniques allow us to construct a nonnegative, radial, C00 function 4>, whose support is contained in the set {£: \ < | < 2}, and which satisfies Substituting this estimate into (2.10) and integrating over the region {£: 2J~l < \i\ < 2/+1} yields the desired inequality.
If t > 0 is not an integer, say / < t < i + 1, with i an integer, then we can interpolate between the inequalities for / and i + 1. □ Returning to the proof of the theorem, we now estimate (2°10 4")*(;c0)- Since the quantity in parentheses above is finite and independent of d, we find, after taking the supremum over all cubes Q containing x°, that ( 2 4«)V ') < cMu(x°) < cMru(x°).
Going back to our original notation, and summarizing, we have shown that if Q is any cube containing x°, then
t^t/ \Au(x) -(Au)Q\ dx < (^(™))#(x°) + (5((1 -t)«))#(x°)
+ ( 2 4(0-')")) V)
< cMru(x°) + cMr{{\ ~ r)u)(x°) < cMru(x°), the constant c being independent of Q, u, x°, and the ¿-support of a(x, ¿). We have been working under the assumption that a(x, ¿), the symbol of A, has compact ¿-support. Suppose now that this is no longer so. Let bj(x, ¿) be a(x, ¿) multiplied by a smooth cutoff function which is 1 when |¿| < 2J and 0 when |¿| > 2/+1. Let Bj be the pseudodifferential operator whose symbol is è,(x, ¿). Since bj(x, ¿) -» a(x, ¿) as j -» oo, the dominated convergence theorem implies that Bju(x) -* Au(x) for all x. Another application of the dominated convergence theorem shows that for each cube Q, jLf \b.u{x) -(BjU)Q\ dx^j^j \Au(x) -{Au)Q\ dx.
Applying our previous result to the operators By, and taking the limit as/ -» oo, we see that t^-f \Au(x) -(Au)q\ dx < cMru(x°).
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When we take the supremum of the left side over all cubes containing x°, we finally obtain the inequality (Au)#(x°) < cMru(x°). D
We are now ready to prove a basic result about pseudodifferential operators.
Theorem 2.12. // 1 <p < oo and w G Ap(R"), then any pseudodifferential operator of order 0 has a bounded extension to all of LP(R", w dx). Since S is dense in LP{R", w dx), we can now extend A to a bounded operator on LP(R", w dx). \J 3. Weighted Sobolev spaces in R". In this section we shall introduce the weighted Sobolev spaces Lp{R", w dx). It will transpire that many of the properties of the traditional unweighted spaces are still true in the weighted case; in particular, we can identify the space L£(R ", w dx) (k a positive integer) with the space of functions in LP{R ", w dx) whose distributional derivatives of all orders < k lie in LP(R", w dx), and we can prove a version of Sobolev's theorem.
If s is any real number, we write Js for the pseudodifferential operator of order -s whose symbol is (1 + 477-2|¿|2)~í/2. Clearly, Js can be defined as a map of tempered distributions to tempered distributions; we also point out that if w G Ap(R"), then functions in LP(R", w dx) are tempered distributions. We define LP{R", w dx), the Sobolev space of order s, as the image of LP(R", w dx) under the map Js; i.e., Lp(Rn, w dx) = J\L"{Rn, w dx)). If / G LP(R", w dx), then/ = Jsg for some g G LP(R", w dx). We write the L/-norm of/ as H/H^, and define it to be the Z/-norm of its preimage g. So \\f\\PyS = || g\\p whenever/ = J'g.
The following facts about the Lp are easy consequences of the definitions. (e) For all real s and t, J' is a norm-preserving isomorphism of Lp{Rn, w dx) to Lp+l(Ra,wdx).
(f) The spaces LP(R ", w dx) are Banach spaces.
(g) If s > t then Lf(Rn, w dx) C Lf(Rn, w dx), and ||/||w < C,Jf\\pX
That pseudodifferential operators behave correctly on Sobolev spaces is the content of the next two theorems. Proof. Since A is elliptic, we can find an elliptic operator B, of order -m, and an operator R, of order -oo, such that /, the identity operator, can be written / = BA + R. Theorem 3.1 then shows that Wp,s =\\(BA + R)A\p.s <\\BAf\\p,s +\\RJls <^(|M/lU,-m+||/lUo). D
The expected identification theorem is also true.
Theorem 3.3. Suppose k is a positive integer and 1 <p < oo. The space L^(R", w dx) is identical to the subspace of functions in LP(R", w dx) whose distributional derivatives of all orders < k lie in LP(R ", w dx). Furthermore, the norms \\f\\p,k and 2|"M \\(d/dx)af\\p are equivalent.
Proof. We can use the same proof as Theorem 7 of [1], if we keep in mind that (3/3x)"y* is a pseudodifferential operator of order 0, and hence bounded on LP(R", w dx) whenever |a| < k. □ As in the unweighted case, the weighted Sobolev spaces can be used to compare the size of the distributional derivatives of a function and its degree of smoothness. The following is a weak form of Sobolev's theorem. Theorem 3.4. Suppose that w G Aq(R") for some q satisfying 1 < q < p(n -1)/«. If k > nq/p, then every function in L£(R", w dx) can be modified on a set of measure 0 so that the resulting function is continuous.
Proof. Fix/ G L^(Rn, w dx), and suppose that/ = Jkg, with g G LP(R", w dx).
Let {gn} be a sequence in S such that g" -* g in LP(R", w dx) (Lemma 2.1), and let/, = Jkg". If |a| < k, then (d/dx)aJk is a pseudodifferential operator of order 0; consequently, the limit being taken in LP(R", w dx). So/" -H>/in L£(R", w dx) by Theorem 3.3.
Since nq/p < n -1, we can assume, by decreasing k if necessary, that k is an integer and that nq/p < k < n -1. Let K be any compact set. If <j> is a function in C0°°(Ä") which is identically 1 on K, it is clearly enough to prove the theorem for <pf. Since the sequence {/"} approximates / in L£(R", w dx), the sequence {<£/"} approximates <¡>f. Now choose R large enough that if Kx is the support of <#>, then the set A", -Kx is contained in the ball of radius R about the origin. If x G K, we use identity (18) on page 125 of [9] 
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If we can show that the second factor on the right side of the last inequality is bounded independently of x G K, it will follow that the {/"} converge uniformly on K, and therefore that / is continuous on K. Therefore, let q be as in the statement of the theorem, and set r = (p -l)/(q -1). Since r > 1, we can apply Holder's inequality to the integral in question to find that f ^-^"'^"Ví""^'* License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use x G ß and m is a function supported in ß. By using a partition of unity subordinate to the covering by coordinate charts, we can extend the definition of A to all functions in C°°(AO. (See, e.g., [7] .)
The next theorem allows us to localize the estimates of Theorem 2.12. Proof. Since V cc U, we can cover V with a finite number of cubes {£>,}?_! such that Qj ce U. By introducing a partition of unity subordinate to these cubes, we need only show that A: LP(Q¡, w dx)-^ Lp{Qi, w dx) boundedly for / = 1,2, ...,k.
So we choose one of the cubes Q and, by translating it in the directions of its edges, we decompose R" into a mesh of cubes the same size as Q, whose interiors are disjoint, and whose sides are parallel to those of Q.
The next step is to extend the function w from Q to the rest of R". We do this by reflecting the values of w through the sides of Q into its adjacent cubes, continuing in this way so that the values of w in cubes sharing a common face match up along that face. The resulting function w' lies in Ap(R"), and has an A constant no more than 3" times the A {V) constant for w.
The rest is easy, since if u is supported in Q, then iM«ii*e < im«ii**" < qi«ii**-= qi«n*e where the first and last norms are in Lp(Q, w dx) and the middle two are in Lp(Rn,w'dx). □ Proof. Use a partition of unity subordinate to a coordinate covering of M. □ Now we can define Lf(M, w dx), the Sobolev potential space of order s on the manifold M. Let Es be an invertible elliptic pseudodifferential operator of order s defined on C°°(A/). LP{M, w dx) is the set of all distributions / defined on C°°(M) such that EJ G LP(M, w dx). We define a norm on this space by \\f\\p¡s = ||-E/||P-At first glance, it seems as if LP(M, w dx) depends on the choice of Es, but this is not so. For suppose that E is another invertible elliptic pseudodifferential operator of order j. Then \\n\p.s=\\EJ\\p=\\EsE-lEf\\p<C\\Ef\\p, since ESE~X is a pseudodifferential operator of order 0, and hence bounded on LP(M, w dx). The norms defined by different £'s are therefore all equivalent.
By introducing a partition of unity, covering coordinate patches in R" with cubes, and extending w from the cubes to all of R" as in the proof of the last theorem, we can transfer all the results stated in §3 to LP{M, w dx). We list some of these results in our last theorem. 
